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Interview with Ben Hackworth by D. Bruno Starrs. 
 
Psychoanalytic film theorists often describe movies as dream-like experiences in which the viewer 
is suspended in a semi-wakeful state. Victorian College of the Arts graduate Ben Hackworth has 
attempted such a cinematic encounter with his film Corroboree and although it is only his first 
feature, his high level of creativity and artistry permits it to fit easily with this notion of film as 
dream. BIFF reporter D. Bruno Starrs caught up with the slightly worse for wear director the 
morning after celebrating at the opening night of the Melbourne Film Festival, in which his film 
also screened recently. 
 
D. Bruno Starrs: Ben, as a young film-maker, who inspires you? 
 
Ben Hackworth: In terms of film, people that inspire me ... I guess modern directors Lucretia 
Martel from Argentina and Tsai Ming Liang from Taiwan are two of my favourites ... I like how 
their stories work on a poetic level as well as working as a dream and they seem to me at the 
moment to be two auteurs clearly having an artistic voice in their body of work. It’s not about being 
a director for hire, they have kind of a ... what’s the word -  I have a hangover today, you’ll have to 
forgive me – they have an ambition that is hard to define, something personal that can’t be pinned 
down to a simple sales pitch, something a little more elliptical. A passion to make works that are 
about understanding the human condition through their view of the world. Other film-makers that I 
really love, they’re pretty diverse, like Pasolini, Fellini, Antonioni, Agnes Varda. 
 
D. Bruno Starrs: There certainly is a dream-like quality to Corroboree. Where did the idea come 
from? 
 
Ben Hackworth: I was in a residency in Paris and working on a script ... and working with an actor 
[Peter Savieri, who starred in and co-wrote the film] and had the idea to do some performance 
workshops with him and a group of actresses I knew. I guess something happened at the end of the 
residency, I had some time where I needed a break from that script and I started working on and it 
evolved into a script because I thought if I was spending all this time in a performance workshop I 
may as well make it satisfying for me as well, the process, and for everybody. Before I knew it,  I 
wasn’t quite expecting to make a film, it was quite accidental ... the story emerged, the inspiration 
came from ... I’d worked with the director Richard Wherrett in Sydney, he planted a lot of the camp 
aesthetic in a lot of Australian theatre and film ... all those films in the 80s and 90s ... the film in a 
lot of ways, is kind of about the death of Richard, it’s not about Richard, it’s like a loose homage to 
him, and these actresses that were really close friends of him, they were there through his work and 
also as he passed away ... it’s kind of like a loose, kind of homage ... it’s much more than a literal 
interpretation, it’s more about a creative death, the death of a camp aesthetic, an atonement for a 
director’s sins, or an atonement for the sins of man. Yeah, I wanted it to be more universal than just 
some kind of an homage or biopic. I wanted it to be about how do we purge our sins, how do we 
deal with dying and how do we deal with grief and what rituals we have and is performance an 
interesting one for it? And, um, I’m curious, what perspective did you have of it? 
 
D. Bruno Starrs: Now you’re interviewing me and that’s not fair! Let’s just say that I certainly did 
enjoy the film, I found it to be very relaxed and peaceful. It was a curious, dream-like sensation. I 
wasn’t sure whether it had a deeper meaning and it’s interesting for you to tell me that now, not that 
it’s necessary to know that... 
 
Ben Hackworth: Yeah, yeah, an interpretative kind of film. I decided not to lay on the 
sentimentality, or lay on too many tools for audience manipulation. I wanted to really gently carry 
the audience through it and let them find the empathy for whatever they wanted. I think a lot of 
films these days work on a roller coaster mentality, you know, put the music in, make the people 
feel, put this in, make the people feel. I’m interested in films that challenge the audience and make 
them question whether they feel or not or make them use their brains to feel. That requires far more 
empathy as a human to have to use your brain to feel than to be made to feel. 
 
Corroboree is that rare beast, a film for art’s sake, made without a care for its commercial 
prospects. See it to witness the blooming of a bold new Australian film-making talent in Ben 
Hackworth. 
